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Abstract

Considerable behavioral data indicate that operant actions can become habitual, as demonstrated by insensitivity to changes in
the action–outcome contingency and in subjective outcome values. Notably, although several studies have investigated the neural
substrates of habits, none has clearly differentiated the areas of the human brain that support habit formation from those that
implement habitual control. We scanned participants with functional magnetic resonance imaging as they learned and performed
an operant task in which the conditional structure of the environment encouraged either goal-directed encoding of the conse-
quences of actions, or a habit-like mapping of actions to antecedent cues. Participants were also scanned during a subsequent
assessment of insensitivity to outcome devaluation. We identified dissociable roles of the cerebellum and ventral striatum, across
learning and test performance, in behavioral insensitivity to outcome devaluation. We also showed that the inferior parietal lobule
(an area previously implicated in several aspects of goal-directed action selection, including the attribution of intent and aware-
ness of agency) predicted sensitivity to outcome devaluation. Finally, we revealed a potential functional homology between the
human subgenual cortex and rodent infralimbic cortex in the implementation of habitual control. In summary, our findings sug-
gested a broad systems division, at the cortical and subcortical levels, between brain areas mediating the encoding and expres-
sion of action–outcome and stimulus–response associations.

Introduction

Habitual action selection is defined by insensitivity to changes in
the causal efficacy with which actions produce rewards and to the
current subjective value of those rewards (Balleine & Dickinson,
1998). Neuroscientific research on humans and rodents has demon-
strated that the brain areas mediating habitual performance are disso-
ciable from those supporting more deliberate, goal-directed, action
selection (Balleine & Dickinson, 1998; Yin et al., 2004, 2005; Val-
entin et al., 2007; Tricomi et al., 2009). Intriguingly, work in
rodents also suggests that distinct neural substrates make specialized
contributions to the development vs. deployment of habits (Killcross
& Coutureau, 2003). In contrast, in humans there has been no clear
differentiation between brain areas that support habit formation and
those that implement habitual control. Although a couple of neuroi-
maging studies have demonstrated increases in neural activity con-
comitant with the development of habits in a posterior area of the
lateral striatum (Tricomi et al., 2009; Wunderlich et al., 2012), the

use of overtraining to induce habitual responding in these studies
confounds well-trained performance with habitual control. In the
current study, in order to discriminate between neural substrates sup-
porting the acquisition vs. expression of habits, we scanned human
participants with functional magnetic resonance imaging as they per-
formed a novel instrumental task (see Task section in Materials and
methods), designed to rapidly induce habitual responding without
the potentially confounding process of overtraining.
Pharmacological disruptions and electrophysiological recordings

of the rodent brain have strongly implicated the dorsolateral striatum
in the acquisition of habits. Pre-training lesions of the dorsolateral
striatum abolish habit formation (Yin et al., 2004), and distinct
changes in neuronal activity patterns (Jog et al., 1999), including
substantial decreases in firing rates (Carelli et al., 1997; Tang et al.,
2007), have been demonstrated in this area across the development
of habitual responding. In contrast, the infralimbic region of the pre-
frontal cortex has been suggested to support an executive control
system that facilitates the expression of habits. Post-training musci-
mol-induced inactivation of the infralimbic cortex disrupts habitual
performance (Coutureau & Killcross, 2003; Haddon & Killcross,
2011), and changes in neuronal ensemble activity patterns in this
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area occur very late in training and closely track the behavioral
manifestation of habitual control (Smith & Graybiel, 2013). Further
evidence for the involvement of the infralimbic cortex in the expres-
sion of habits comes from studies in which optogenetic perturbation
of this area disrupts well-ingrained habitual behavior (Smith et al.,
2012). Based on these findings in rodents, we hypothesized that
human homologs of the dorsolateral striatum and infralimbic cortex
would be involved in the formation and expression of habits respec-
tively, such that behavioral insensitivity to outcome devaluation
would correlate with neural activity during learning in the dorsal pu-
tamen (Carelli & West, 1991; Draganski et al., 2008), but with
activity during actual test performance in the subgenual cortex (On-
gur & Price, 2000; Ongur et al., 2003).

Materials and methods

Participants

Twenty volunteers (mean age 21.4 � 2.63 years, range 19–
28 years; 11 males) participated in the experiment. Due to technical
problems (loss of power to the stimulus computer), one of the sub-
jects was excluded, yielding a total of 19 participants. All partici-
pants were healthy and were recruited locally from the city of
Dublin, Ireland. The study was approved by the Trinity College
Dublin School of Psychology research ethics committee, and all par-
ticipants gave informed consent. The study conformed to the guide-
lines set out in the 2013 World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki.

Task

Goal-directed actions, defined by their sensitivity to changes in both
action–outcome contingency and outcome value, have been pro-
posed to depend on an internal model of the world that explicitly
relates alternative actions to future environmental states (Doya
et al., 2002; Daw et al., 2005). Consistent with this theoretical
framework, data from rodent studies suggest that reliance on a goal-
directed vs. habitual strategy might depend on the ease with which
alternative actions can be associated with distinct outcomes; goal-
directed performance appears to dominate, in spite of overtraining,
when alternative actions yield distinct sensory-specific outcomes
(e.g. grain vs. sucrose pellets) (Colwill & Rescorla, 1985; Holland,
2004), as well as when the rate of outcome delivery depends on the
rate of responding, rather than on a particular time interval passing
between successive reinforced responses (i.e. ratio vs. interval
schedules of reinforcement) (Dickinson et al., 1983). The current
task was structured on these potential bases of behavioral control,
in that external contingencies either facilitated or impeded a reliable
mapping of alternative actions to distinct sensory-specific outcome
states.
Participants were required to maintain the balance of a system of

fluid-filled beakers (see Fig. 1A for details). As long as all beakers
had sufficient fluid, system balance was maintained and randomly
occurring balance checks yielded monetary reward. However, on
each trial, one of the beakers would be emptied causing ‘system
imbalance’, with balance checks resulting in monetary loss until the
participant refilled the beaker by performing a particular instrumen-
tal action. The emptying of a beaker was always accompanied by
the onset of one of four abstract cues. In the Stimulus–Response (S-
R) condition, the identity of the presented cue determined which
instrumental action would refill the emptied beaker, regardless of
which of the beakers had lost its fluid. Consequently, across trials,

each rewarded action was paired with a specific antecedent cue, but
was decorrelated from the refilling of any particular beaker. Con-
versely, in a Response–Outcome (R-O) condition, each instrumental
action refilled a particular beaker, regardless of which abstract cue
was presented, such that identification of the relevant subgoal (e.g.
refilling beaker 1), combined with knowledge about specific action–
outcome contingencies (i.e. action 1 refills beaker 1), indicated
which action would restore system balance. To ensure that discrimi-
natory neural activity was not due to differences in the visual pro-
cessing of abstract cues vs. beakers, a matching task was interleaved
with the instrumental task (see Fig. 1B).
The persistent execution of an action after its outcome has been

devalued is a defining feature of habitual performance (Adams &
Dickinson, 1981; Adams, 1982). In the current study, following
acquisition of the instrumental task, we devalued one of the four
beakers by degrading its relationship to monetary gain, such that
system balance was maintained, and continued to yield points
even when the liquid in this beaker dropped below threshold.
Because there was a small cost for regulating the system, attempts
to refill this beaker now resulted in a net loss (see Fig. 1A and
Experimental Procedure section for details). Based on the notion
that failure to associate alternative actions with distinct outcome
states obstructs goal-directed encoding, we predicted that the S-R
condition would bolster habit formation during acquisition and
bias participants towards habitual action selection, defined as
responding to refill the devalued beaker, in subsequent test perfor-
mance. Note that, in both conditions, distinct features of the stim-
ulus environment can enter into S-R associations. Whereas, in the
S-R condition, each rewarded action was reliably preceded by a
particular arbitrary cue, rewarded actions in the R-O condition
were reliably preceded by the emptying of a particular beaker.
However, critically, it was only in the R-O condition that alterna-
tive actions could be associated with distinct outcome states.
Consequently, we expected performance in this condition to be
goal-directed.

Experimental procedure

We scanned participants as they acquired and performed the instru-
mental task, as well as during a subsequent devaluation test phase.
Each subject participated in both the R-O and S-R condition, with
conditions being run in separate, immediately consecutive, sessions
(order counterbalanced across subjects) and with a novel set of
four instrumental actions being used in each condition. Each condi-
tion included a response pre-training phase, learning phase, devalu-
ation phase, and final test phase as described below. The response-
training phase of the first condition was conducted outside the
scanner (in a separate testing room), before participants were trans-
ferred to the scanner in which they remained throughout all subse-
quent stages of the experiment. Before being transferred to the
scanner, participants were presented with a cover story describing
the beaker system and task. They were told that they would be in
one of two possible conditions (one in which each instrumental
action refilled a particular beaker regardless of which cue was pre-
sented, and another in which the identity of the cue determined
which of the four actions was required to refill an emptied beaker,
regardless of the identity of that beaker) and that part of their task
was to determine which of the two conditions they were in. The
entire experiment lasted for approximately 2 h, with 1.5 h being
spent in the scanner, and with approximately 60 min of active
scanning during the learning phases and devaluation tests in each
condition.
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Response pre-training

Prior to the instrumental learning phases, participants received pre-
training on the four instrumental actions (each being a three-press
sequence). During this training, key-press sequences were illustrated
by a white dot moving across three gray squares, horizontally
aligned at the center of the screen. Initially, participants viewed and
then immediately attempted to replicate each sequence, with feed-
back (i.e. correct/incorrect) given on each trial. After a total of five
correct replications of each response sequence, they proceeded to a
retrieval phase, in which they had to generate each unique sequence

at least five times without any prompts, again with feedback given
at the completion of each sequence. Participants were allowed to
repeat these two phases as many times as they wanted to, knowing
that they would have to use the actions to earn monetary reward in
a subsequent phase.

Instrumental learning phase

The instrumental task was as illustrated in Fig. 1A. Note that, in
addition to the increase or decrease in monetary points based on

A

B

Fig. 1. Illustrations of instrumental learning and matching control tasks. (A) Instrumental learning. Participants are required to maintain the balance of a system
of fluid-filled beakers using a set of four instrumental actions (each a three-press sequence, see Materials and methods). During the inter-trial interval, the liquid
in the beakers continually fluctuates but remains high, and ‘balance checks’, occurring at brief random intervals, yield points for system balance (1). At the trial
onset, one of four abstract cues appears, the liquid in one of the beakers drops to its bottom, and balance checks begin to indicate a loss of points due to system
imbalance (2). Points are continually lost until the participant successfully refills the emptied beaker using one of the four actions. Following completion of the
correct action (3), the abstract cue disappears, the beaker is refilled, a small fee is charged for regulating the system, and balance checks again yield points for
system balance. If the correct action is not performed within 7 s, the beaker is automatically refilled, in which case there is no charge for system regulation. (B)
Matching task. The inter-trial interval (1) and trial onset (2) were as in the instrumental task but were followed, at 1500 ms after trial onset, by a blank screen
for 700 ms (3). The subsequent, final screen (4) showed a matching/non-matching stimulus together with a query about the match. In the S-R condition, the
final screen always showed one of the abstract cues (top); conversely, in the R-O condition, the stimulus to be matched was always a set of beakers (bottom).
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system balance, there was a small cost for regulating the system.
This response cost was included to ensure that, during test, partici-
pants would not respond simply based on any reinforcement intrin-
sic to executing the correct response. The response cost message
(screen 3 in Fig. 1A) also served to inform participants that their
action had successfully regulated the system, rather than the system
having self-regulated (in which case no response cost was charged)
due to failure to perform the correct action within 7 s of trial onset.
Participants were allowed to perform as many key-presses as they
wanted during system imbalance (i.e. during the 7 s following trial
onset), with the correct sequence of three consecutive key-presses
immediately restoring system balance and terminating the trial.
There was no constraint on the temporal spacing between key-
presses, as long as all three presses were performed consecutively
within the trial window.
Critically, the stimulus materials presented in Fig. 1A were identi-

cal across the two conditions; our manipulation consisted entirely of
differences in the contingencies between cues, actions and beaker
outcomes. To rule out visual processes involved in selectively
attending to the abstract cues vs. the beakers as a source of any
imaging effects, a matching task was block-interleaved with the
instrumental task during instrumental learning (see Fig. 1B). Briefly,
in matching blocks, the inter-trial intervals and trial onsets were
exactly as in the system balance task, except that the words ‘Match-
ing trial’ were displayed center screen. Without this indication,
matching trials would be identical to instrumental trials during the
relevant trial period, and thus could not have served as controls.
Following the appearance of the abstract cue and emptying of the
relevant beaker, a white masking screen was displayed, followed by
a depiction of either an abstract cue (S-R condition) or a set of
beakers (R-O condition), together with a query about whether the
currently shown cue/beaker set matched that on the previous screen.
In each condition, the instrumental learning phase consisted of four
blocks of trials, with each block being further divided into one sub-
block of 24 instrumental trials, followed by a sub-block of eight
matching trials, and with the order of trials randomized within each
sub-block.
At the end of the instrumental learning phase, participants were

asked whether they felt confident that they had learned how to regu-
late the system or whether they wanted to receive an additional set
of 20 training trials (five with each action). Five participants (two in
the R-O and three in the S-R condition) requested and received
additional training. No scanning was conducted during additional
training, nor were the added trials included in assessments of accu-
racy and response times during acquisition.

Devaluation phase

Following instrumental learning, participants were instructed that
the system had changed such that one of the beakers was no
longer relevant for system balance, which would be maintained,
and continued to yield points even when the liquid in this beaker
dropped below threshold. They then observed as the system regu-
lated itself (i.e. no actions were performed) across 16 trials (four
with each beaker) in order to discover the identity of the devalued
beaker. Participants were told that they would not lose or gain
any of the displayed points during this phase. In the imaging
experiment, two participants failed to correctly identify the deva-
lued beaker after this devaluation procedure, which was therefore
repeated once for these participants. All other participants success-
fully identified the devalued beaker at the end of the devaluation
procedure.

Test phase

Having correctly identified the devalued beaker, participants were
again given the opportunity to regulate the system for personal mon-
etary reward. During this phase, all text messages indicating gains
or losses were covered up, in order to prevent additional learning
(i.e. simulating extinction). Participants were instructed that, in spite
of these gray strips, they should assume that all was exactly as they
had learned before, i.e. they would still lose points whenever the
system was not balanced, there was still a cost for regulating the
system, and the previously identified irrelevant beaker was still irrel-
evant for system balance. Importantly, because there was a small
charge for each instrumental regulation of the system, refilling the
now irrelevant beaker resulted in a net monetary loss. The test phase
consisted of a single instrumental block with 44 randomly ordered
trials, i.e. 11 trials with each beaker, including the devalued (i.e.
irrelevant) one. We operationally defined devaluation insensitivity,
our assay of habitual performance, as the proportion of the 11 deva-
lued trials on which participants initiated a response to refill the bea-
ker. Thus, if a participant initiated a response on two of those 11
trials, their devaluation insensitivity score would be 0.18.

Pay-off structure

Throughout the instrumental task, system balance checks occurred
on average every 3 s. During the inter-trial interval (mean 5 s), the
system was always balanced, with each check yielding a reward of
0.5 points. At each trial onset, the system became imbalanced, with
each balance check resulting in a loss of 0.5 points, and would
remain so for 7 s unless regulated by the participant. Thus, if no
action were taken to balance the system, each trial would entail an
average loss of 1.17 points. If the system was balanced immediately,
no points were lost due to system imbalance, but there was a
response cost of 0.1 points (this cost was only applied to correct
responses resulting in system regulation). Thus, the average gain of
responding to balance the system was 1.07 points. After beaker
devaluation, during the test phase, this was still the case for regula-
tory responses refilling non-devalued beakers; however, responding
to refill the devalued beaker now resulted in a net loss of 0.1 points
(the response cost).

Imaging acquisition and analyses

A 3 Tesla scanner (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens) was used to
acquire structural T1-weighted images and T2*-weighted echoplanar
images (repetition time, 2.65 s; echo time, 30 ms; flip angle, 90°;
45 transverse slices; matrix, 64 9 64; field of view, 192 mm; thick-
ness, 3 mm; slice gap, 0 mm) with blood oxygenation level-depen-
dent contrast. To recover signal loss from dropout in the medial
orbitofrontal cortex (O’Doherty et al., 2002), each horizontal section
was acquired at 30° to the anterior commissure–posterior commis-
sure axis. Image processing and statistical analyses were performed
using statistical parametric mapping (SPM)8 (http://www.fil.ion.u-
cl.ac.uk/spm). The first four volumes of images were discarded to
avoid T1 equilibrium effects. All remaining volumes were corrected
for differences in slice acquisition, realigned to the first volume, spa-
tially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute echoplanar
imaging template, and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
(8 mm, full width at half-maximum). We used a high-pass filter
with a cutoff of 128 s.
As previously noted, instrumental conditions were run in separate

consecutive sessions, with the acquisition phase of each condition
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consisting of interleaved instrumental and matching block, and with
active scanning occurring only during the acquisition and test phase
of each condition (i.e. the scanner was off during response pre-train-
ing and devaluation phases), for a total of four active scanning peri-
ods per subject. For each subject, we constructed a design matrix
that included the acquisition and test phases of both experimental
conditions. For each of the two instrumental acquisition phases (i.e.
R-O and S-R), stick functions modeled the trial onsets in each block
of instrumental learning and in matching blocks. In addition, three
regressors, respectively modeling the onsets of error trials, the times
of all individual key-presses and the times of all point displays (i.e.
gains and losses), were entered as regressors of no interest, together
with six regressors accounting for the residual effects of head
motion. For each of the two test phases, two stick functions respec-
tively modeled non-devalued and devalued trials. Again, for each
instrumental condition, additional regressors modeling the onsets of
error trials and the times of all key-presses were added together with
six regressors accounting for the residual effects of head motion as
regressors of no interest. All regressors were convolved with a
canonical hemodynamic response function.
Group-level random-effects statistics were generated by entering

contrasts of parameter estimates for the different regressors into
between-subjects analyses of variance (ANOVAs). Specifically, to
delineate neural substrates engaged during early acquisition vs.
during expression, contrasts of parameter estimates for the first
two blocks of instrumental learning, and for the devaluation test
phase, were entered for each instrumental condition into a 2 9 2
(condition by experimental phase) ANOVA. Contrasts of parameter
estimates for all learning blocks and for matching blocks were
entered into a separate 2 9 2 (stimulus by task) ANOVA to compare
differences between instrumental conditions during learning with
those between matching control conditions. An analogous ANOVA

was performed using contrasts of parameter estimates for devalua-
tion test trials and matching trials. Finally, a 4 9 2 (acquisition
block by instrumental condition) ANOVA assessed training-related
changes in neural activity, with contrasts of parameter estimates
for each of the four blocks of instrumental learning, for each
instrumental condition. Following estimation of the second-level
model, F-tests were specified by adding linear weights to each
block of learning (e.g. [�1.5 �0.5 0.5 1.5] for increases across
blocks and [1.5 0.5 �0.5 �1.5] for decreases) in each instrumen-
tal condition.
To assess whether neural discrimination between instrumental

conditions correlated with the degree of devaluation insensitivity, a
simple t-test was performed on first-level interaction contrasts [S-
R > R-O 9 Instrumental > Matching] of parameter estimates from
the learning phase, with the degree of devaluation insensitivity
entered as a covariate. An analogous t-test using interaction con-
trasts of parameter estimates from the devaluation test phase was
also performed, and exclusive functional masks were used to assess
the specificity of neural effects, such that all voxels that reached sig-
nificance at a threshold of P < 0.1 when assessing correlates of
devaluation insensitivity during the test phase were removed from
the effects observed during learning, and vice versa. Exclusive func-
tional masks were also used to assess the directions of simple effects
underlying the Instrumental Condition by Experimental Phase inter-
action. Finally, we used exclusive functional masks to selectively
assess training-related increases vs. decreases in neural activity, such
that, for example, when testing for increases in neural activity across
blocks of training in the R-O condition, voxels were removed
that reached significance at P < 0.1 for the same test in the S-R
condition.

Small volume corrections (SVCs) were performed on several a-
priori regions of interest using a 10 mm sphere, with center coordi-
nates obtained from highly relevant studies. Specifically, in an anal-
ogous study on observational learning (Liljeholm et al., 2012), we
found selective recruitment of the extrastriate cortex (�45, �72, 9),
the tail of the caudate nucleus/thalamus (�21, �30, 9) and the lin-
gual gyrus (�12, �69, 0) by the S-R condition during acquisition.
Conversely, areas selectively recruited by the R-O condition in that
same observational learning study, and also identified in our other
work on goal-directed performance (Liljeholm et al., 2011), include
the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) (�51, �52, 33) and anterior cau-
date nucleus (�16, 8, 19). Finally, several human neuroimaging
studies have implicated a posterior region of the putamen (�33,
�24, 0) in habit formation (Tricomi et al., 2009; de Wit et al.,
2012; Wunderlich et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014), and the ventrome-
dial prefrontal cortex (�4, 55, �7) in goal-directed processes
(Hampton et al., 2006; Tanaka et al., 2008; Liljeholm et al., 2011).
It should be noted that, although specified a priori based on a clo-
sely related literature, effects in several of these regions survived
whole-brain cluster-size thresholding (CST) correction, as well as
SVC, in the current study.
As noted, the putamen, considered a human homolog of the

rodent dorsolateral striatum based on its afferent and efferent projec-
tions (Carelli & West, 1991; Draganski et al., 2008), has been
implicated in habitual performance in several human imaging studies
(Tricomi et al., 2009; de Wit et al., 2012; Wunderlich et al., 2012;
Lee et al., 2014). In contrast, the role of the infralimbic cortex in
instrumental performance has been exclusively demonstrated in
rodents (Killcross & Coutureau, 2003; Haddon & Killcross, 2011;
Smith et al., 2012; Smith & Graybiel, 2013). Consequently, and
based on anatomical and functional evidence for a homology
between the rodent infralimbic cortex and the human subgenual cor-
tex (Ongur & Price, 2000; Ongur et al., 2003; Drevets et al., 2008),
predictions regarding this area were tested using an anatomical mask
of the subgenual cortex (Brodmann area 25), defined using the
Wake Forest University Pickatlas (Maldjian et al., 2003). All other
effects were reported at P < 0.05, using CST of SPM t-maps to
adjust for multiple comparisons (Forman et al., 1995). AlphaSim
(Ward, 2000), a Monte Carlo simulation, was used to determine
cluster size and significance. Using an individual voxel probability
threshold of P = 0.005 indicated that using a minimum cluster size
of 111 Montreal Neurological Institute transformed voxels resulted
in an overall significance of P < 0.05.
To eliminate non-independence bias for plots of contrast values, a

leave-one-subject-out (Esterman et al., 2010) approach was used, in
which 19 general linear models were run with one subject left out
in each, and with each general linear model defining the voxel clus-
ter for the left-out subject. Using rfxplot (Glascher, 2009), mean
contrast values were extracted from spheres (10 mm) centered on
these leave-one-subject-out peaks (identified within regions of inter-
est for SVCs) and were averaged across subjects to plot overall
effect sizes.

Results

Behavioral results

The results from the test phase indicated that our manipulation did
indeed produce differences in devaluation sensitivity. Having cor-
rectly identified the devalued beaker, participants initiated a response
on a significantly greater proportion of devalued trials in the S-R
condition (mean proportion 0.43, SEM 0.09) than in the R-O
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condition (mean proportion 0.19, SEM 0.09) [t18 = 2.3, P < 0.031].
Indeed, whereas only five of 19 participants initiated a response on
any devalued trials in the R-O condition, 15 of 19 participants initi-
ated a response on at least one devalued trial in the S-R condition
(v2 = 10.56, P < 0.005).
Note that devaluation insensitivity was defined such that a

response to obtain the devalued outcome (i.e. to refill the devalued
beaker) was counted even if the entire three-press sequence was not
completed on that trial. Indeed, in the S-R condition, when a partici-
pant responded to fill up the devalued beaker, they often did so
without completing the entire three-press sequence, consistent with
evidence from the rodent literature that the response most proximal
to reward remains sensitive to devaluation long after more distal
responses have become habitual (Killcross & Coutureau, 2003). In
contrast, those few participants that responded on devalued trials in
the R-O condition did so on most or all devalued trials and com-
pleted all three key-presses whenever initiating a response, suggest-
ing a more deliberate decision to respond.
Importantly, during the test phase, whereas in the R-O condition

participants could determine both the accuracy and value of a partic-
ular action solely by identifying the emptied beaker, in the S-R con-
dition, determining the value and accuracy of a given response
required identification of both the abstract cue and the emptied bea-
ker. It is possible therefore that the differences in devaluation perfor-
mance were due to this additional aspect of the S-R condition. The
overall pattern of behavioral results, however, strongly suggests that
this was not the case, and generally rules out task difficulty as the
source of our effects. First, there were no significant differences
between conditions in the percent of incorrect responses, during
either acquisition [R-O: mean 14%, SEM 3; S-R: mean 11%, SEM
2; t18 = 1.1, P = 0.30] or test performance [R-O: mean 4%, SEM 1;
S-R: mean 4%, SEM 2; t18 = 0, P = 1.0]. Likewise, response times
did not differ between conditions during either acquisition [R-O:
mean 1482 ms, SEM 62; S-R: mean 1393 ms, SEM 78; t18 = 1.95,
P = 0.21] or test performance [R-O: mean 1258 ms, SEM 54; S-R:
mean 1361 ms, SEM 68; t18 = �1.52, P = 0.15]. The fact that there
were no significant differences between conditions in either accuracy
or reaction times during test makes it highly unlikely that differ-
ences in devaluation sensitivity reflected differences in task diffi-
culty. Perhaps most pertinently, differences in devaluation
insensitivity were not correlated with differences in accuracy
(P = 0.5) or reaction times (P = 0.8), nor did individual differences
in accuracy or reaction times predict neural effects in any of the
areas identified by our imaging analyses.
To assess the influence of counterbalancing order, we performed

order-by-condition analyses of variance on response times and accu-
racy scores during the learning and test phases, as well as on the
devaluation insensitivity scores. There was no significant interaction
between order and condition for devaluation insensitivity
(F1,17 = 0.55, P = 0.47), or for either response times (F1,17 = 0.89,
P = 0.36) or accuracy scores (F1,17 = 0.07, P = 0.79) during the
test phase. In contrast, during training, there was an anticipated
interaction for both response times (F1,17 = 5.96, P < 0.03) and
accuracy scores (F1,17 = 23.01, P < 0.001), such that response times
were longer and the percent incorrect was greater for whichever
condition came first. Thus, whereas the difference in response times
between instrumental conditions differed across the two orders
(mean difference for R-O first 0.19; mean difference for S-R first
�0.32), there was no difference between instrumental conditions
when compared for a given order (i.e. for R-O vs. S-R with both
first, P = 0.84 and for R-O vs. S-R with both second, P = 0.71). A
similar pattern was observed for percent incorrect scores (mean

difference for R-O first 0.08; mean difference for S-R first �0.01;
significance test for R-O vs. S-R with both first, P = 0.26 and for
R-O vs. S-R with both second, P = 0.90). Consequently, we can
rule out counterbalancing order as a source of our behavioral and
imaging effects of interest.
There were no differences between instrumental conditions in the

number of requested repetitions of response pre-training phases [R-
O: mean 1.98, SEM 0.29; S-R: mean 1.75, SEM 0.18; t18 = 0.72,
P = 0.48], or in the total number of key-presses executed during
instrumental learning [R-O: mean 470.63, SEM 32.14; S-R: mean
503.74, SEM 31.63; t18 = �0.85, P = 0.40] or on non-devalued tri-
als during test [R-O: mean 121.84, SEM 4.57; S-R mean: 125.53,
SEM 4.53; t18 = �1.34, P = 0.57]. Finally, there was no difference
between instrumental conditions in the total number of points earned
during instrumental learning [R-O: mean 33.6, SEM 3.61; S-R:
mean 33.4, SEM 3.33; t18 = 0.071, P = 0.94]. This allowed us to
rule out the number of motor responses as well as total earnings as
sources of the difference in devaluation performance.

Neuroimaging results

Our primary objective was to investigate whether neural discrimina-
tion between the two instrumental conditions differed across the
acquisition and expression of behavioral control, particularly with
respect to blood oxygenation level-dependent activity predictive of
individual differences in devaluation insensitivity (see Table 1). To
rule out the possibility that differences between our instrumental
conditions were due to differences in the processing of relevant
visual features (i.e. of abstract cues in the S-R condition and of the
set of beakers in the R-O condition), additional analyses formally
contrasted such differences with those emerging between matching
control conditions (see Table 2). Unless otherwise noted, all effects
reported below survived the subtraction of matching control condi-
tions. All of the results described below survived correction for mul-
tiple comparisons at P < 0.05 using either whole-brain CST or
SVCs based on coordinates from relevant previous studies. Notably,
many of the areas specified a priori as targets of SVC, including
the lingual gyrus, extrastriate cortex and IPL, also survived correc-
tion using whole-brain CST, as indicated in the fourth columns of
Tables 1 and 2.

Discrimination between instrumental conditions during
acquisition vs. performance

To delineate the neural substrates engaged during early acquisition
vs. during expression of operant behavior, we entered the imaging
data from the first two blocks of instrumental learning together with
that from the subsequent test phase, for each instrumental condition,
into a 2 9 2 (condition by experimental phase) ANOVA (see Table 1).
Although processes supporting acquisition should certainly dominate
during the first two blocks of instrumental learning, we cannot com-
pletely rule out the possibility that some element of expression was
also present during this phase. Inclusion of only the very earliest
learning trials would not eliminate this possibility, but would intro-
duce dramatically different error levels and severely reduce the statis-
tical power. We note, however, that the presence of processes related
to expression during the early stages of instrumental learning should
reduce, rather than enhance, discrimination between the levels of the
‘experimental phase’ variable. Thus, in areas where we did observe a
significant difference in discriminatory activity across the different
phases of the experiment, such differences were probably attributable
to the differential effects of acquisition vs. expression.
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Stimulus–Response-related activity

Activity that was greater in the S-R than the R-O condition (Fig. 2)
emerged in the middle and superior occipital cortex, and in the

superior parietal lobule. Interaction tests and (exclusively masked)
tests of simple effects revealed that activity in the superior parietal
lobule and superior occipital cortex was significantly greater in the

Table 1. Imaging results from a 2 9 2 ANOVA contrasting instrumental conditions and training phases

Test Area x, y, z T at peak level Correction* Cluster size at P < 0.005*

Main effects
S-R > R-O Inferior occipital 36, �85, �8 6.33 CST 859

Middle occipital 36, �85, 7 6.82
Superior occipital 27, �67, 28 5.16
SPL 18, �61, 52 4.22

R-O > S-R DMPFC 18, 56, 25 3.62 CST 843
VMPFC 3, 41, 1 3.25 CST
IPL 60, �55, 28 3.99 CST 187
Posterior cing. �3, �34, 43 3.13 CST 190
Insula 39, 14, �41 3.89 CST 157

Acq. > Perf. VMPFC �3, 62, 4 6.12 CST 2181
DMPFC �3, 47, 37 5.65
VS �6, 5, �8 4.90
aCN 9, 20, 7 3.53
VLPFC �45, 32, �11 5.46 CST 354
IPL �51, �64, 34 4.76 CST 200

Perf. > Acq. Cerebellum 27, �61, �26 9.17 CST 9773
SMA 0, 8, 46 5.15
Insula/putamen �33, 8, 4 5.69
Post-central S. �42, �37, 58 6.33
Pre-central S. �30, �4, 52 5.97
Calcarine 24, �58, 10 4.94
SPL �15, �64, 49 5.31

Interactions
S-R > R-O (Perf.>Acq.) Occipital 33, �79, 19 5.10 CST 859

SPL 24, �52, 46 3.58
R-O > S-R (Perf.>Acq.) DMPFC �9, �41, 40 4.26 CST 168

*The absence of an entry in the ‘correction’ and ‘cluster size’ columns indicates that the relevant cluster is continuous (at the P < 0.005 threshold) with that
listed above it. Acq., Acquisition; Perf., Performance; SPL, superior parietal lobule; DMPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; aCN, anterior caudate nucleus;
cing., cingulate; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area; S., post-/pre-central sulcus.

Table 2. Imaging results from 2 9 2 ANOVAs contrasting instrumental and matching tasks, and from tests of neural correlates of devaluation insensitivity

Contrast Area x, y, z T at peak level Correction* Cluster size at P < 0.005*

Learning phase
S-R > R-O (instr. > ctrl) EBA 39, �79, 10 4.09 SVC 45
R-O > S-R (instr. > ctrl) IPL 57, �58, 31 4.41 CST 275

Insula 33, 14, 4 3.57 CST 421
Precuneus 6, �70, 37 4.28 CST 395
Post. cing. 9, �31, 43 3.36
aCN 12, 2, 16 3.40 SVC 18

Test phase
S-R > R-O (instr. > ctrl) Occipital 30, �79, 19 5.30 CST 1153

SPL 24, �62, 49 4.47
R-O > S-R (instr. > ctrl) IPL 57, �46, 37 3.09 SVC 18

Insula 42, �1, �5 4.06 CST 383
DMPFC �6, 41, 40 3.87 CST 382

Matching effects
S-R control > R-O control Lateral LG 24, �91, �8 5.20 CST 198
R-O control > S-R control Medial LG �9, �76, �8 5.15 CST 1541

Cuneus �9, �91, 19 5.01
Correlates of devaluation insensitivity

Positive correlation CRBL/LG �6, �52, �8 5.06 CST 125
tCN/th �12, �28, 10 4.19 SVC 21
Subgenual �15, 23, �14 5.24 CST 224
VS �9, 5, �14 8.47

Negative correlation IPL 45, �43, 34 4.62 SVC 54

*The absence of an entry in the ‘correction’ and ‘cluster size’ columns indicates that the relevant cluster is continuous (at the P < 0.005 threshold) with that
listed above it. Instr., instrumental; ctrl, control; Post. cing., posterior cingulate; aCN, anterior caudate nucleus; SPL, superior parietal lobule; DMPFC, dorsome-
dial prefrontal cortex; tCN/th, tail of the caudate nucleus/thalamus; CRBL, cerebellum; LG, lingual gyrus.
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S-R than the R-O condition only during test performance, but not
during early acquisition (Table 1). Moreover, during early acquisi-
tion, only a small area of the middle occipital cortex, the extrastriate
body area (EBA; SVC), survived subtraction of corresponding
matching controls (Table 2). In contrast, S-R selective activity
throughout the occipital cortex, including the EBA, survived sub-
traction of matching controls during the test phase.

Response–Outcome-related activity

Activity significantly greater in the R-O condition than the S-R condi-
tion (Fig. 3) was observed throughout a fronto-parietal network,
including the dorsal and ventral medial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC),
IPLs, posterior cingulate and bilateral insula. Interaction tests and
(exclusively masked) tests of simple effects revealed that, in the dorso-
medial prefrontal cortex, discrimination between instrumental condi-
tions occurred during test performance only (Table 1). Analyses
assessing differences between conditions relative to matching controls
also revealed R-O selective effects in the dorsal anterior caudate, but
did not yield significant effects in the VMFPC (Table 2).

Discrimination between conditions across blocks of acquisition

To further assess differential activity related to acquisition processes,
we tested for differences between conditions in training-dependent

changes in neural activity, by adding linear weights to blocks of
instrumental learning. An interaction test assessing neural activity
that increased in the R-O condition and decreased in the S-R condi-
tion yielded significant effects throughout the right putamen and glo-
bus pallidus (CST, 33, �7, �5) and in the right IPL (CST, 63,
�31, 37). The reverse interaction contrast, assessing neural activity
that decreased in the R-O condition and increased in the S-R condi-
tion, did not reveal any significant effects. Specific assessments of
increases vs. decreases revealed decreases across training blocks in
the S-R condition, but not in the (exclusively masked) R-O condi-
tion, throughout the right putamen and globus pallidus (Fig. 4A). In
contrast, significant increases in activity across blocks in the R-O
condition, but not in the (exclusively masked) S-R condition,
emerged in the right IPL (Fig. 4B).

Neural correlates of devaluation insensitivity

To relate the neuroimaging data to our behavioral effects, we tested
whether neural discrimination between instrumental conditions cor-
related with differences between conditions in the degree of devalua-
tion insensitivity. This was indeed the case. Participants with
stronger activation of the tail of the caudate nucleus/thalamus and of
the cerebellum, extending into the lingual gyrus, in the S-R relative
to the R-O condition during the first two blocks of instrumental
learning responded on a greater proportion of devalued trials in the

Fig. 2. Areas selectively involved in the S-R condition. Statistical maps show main effects of the S-R > R-O contrast, in the middle occipital cortex (top row),
and an interaction effect {i.e. [S-R > R-O (performance > acquisition)]} in the superior occipital cortex, extending into the superior parietal lobule (middle and
bottom rows). Bar plots show contrast values estimated at leave-one-subject-out coordinates for each instrumental condition, during both acquisition and perfor-
mance, and for matching controls. Error bars = SEM. a.u., arbitrary units.
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S-R condition relative to the R-O condition during the subsequent
test phase (Fig. 5A). These effects all survived exclusive masking
by an identical contrast applied, with a threshold of 0.1, to the imag-
ing data from the test phase, suggesting that, in these areas, discrim-
inatory activity during early acquisition, but not during test
performance, predicted differences in devaluation insensitivity.
Conversely, during the test phase, differences in neural activity

between the S-R and R-O conditions in the subgenual cortex (region
of interest) and ventral striatum (VS) were positively correlated with
the difference between conditions in devaluation insensitivity
(Fig. 5B), i.e. greater subgenual and VS activity in the S-R relative
to the R-O condition predicted greater devaluation insensitivity in
the S-R than R-O condition. We also found a negative correlation
with test performance in the right IPL (SVC), such that lesser IPL
activity in the S-R relative to the R-O condition predicted greater
devaluation insensitivity in the S-R than R-O condition. Again, the
specificity of these results was confirmed using exclusive masking
by an identical contrast, at a threshold of 0.1, applied to the imaging
data from the training phase.

Discussion

In this study we explored the neural substrates of goal-directed and
habitual action selection, with a focus on how the recruitment of rel-
evant brain areas might differ across acquisition and implementation
of behavioral control. We scanned human participants with

functional magnetic resonance imaging as they learned and per-
formed a novel task designed to encourage either goal-directed
encoding of the specific outcomes of instrumental responses (R-O
condition), or a habitual mapping of responses to antecedent cues
(S-R condition). In a subsequent test phase, participants were more
likely to respond for a devalued outcome, indicative of habits, in the
S-R condition. We found that neural activity in striatal and cortical
areas (i) discriminated between our two instrumental conditions, (ii)
predicted individual differences in devaluation insensitivity and (iii)
did so differentially across acquisition and test performance.
Our results identified several areas in which the degree of neural

discrimination between instrumental conditions predicted differences
in devaluation insensitivity. Specifically, S-R selective activity in the
tail of the caudate nucleus and cerebellum during learning, but not
during test performance, predicted greater devaluation insensitivity
in the S-R, relative to the R-O, condition. The cerebellum has been
strongly implicated in response automatization (Doyon et al., 1998,
2002; Lang & Bastian, 2002; Balsters & Ramnani, 2011), a resis-
tance to dual-task interference postulated to be closely related to,
and sometimes treated as synonymous with, habitual performance.
Indeed, in the rodent literature, the cerebellum has been directly
implicated in habit formation, such that cerebellar lesions abolish
devaluation insensitivity in overtrained rats (Callu et al., 2007).
However, to our knowledge, no previous study has directly linked
the cerebellum to outcome devaluation insensitivity in humans.
As with the cerebellum, the tail of the caudate nucleus has been

Fig. 3. Areas selectively involved in the R-O condition. Statistical maps show main effects of the R-O > S-R contrast in the posterior ventral IPL (top) and
insula (middle), as well as an interaction effect {i.e. [R-O > S-R (performance > acquisition)]} in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (bottom). Bar plots show
contrast values estimated at leave-one-subject-out coordinates for each instrumental condition, during both acquisition and performance, and for matching con-
trols. Error bars = SEM. a.u., arbitrary units.
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implicated in skill learning (Poldrack & Gabrieli, 2001; Yamamoto
et al., 2013). Moreover, single neuron recordings in the monkey tail
of the caudate nucleus have revealed that, relative to the body and
head of the caudate, this area is specifically involved in encoding
stable, non-flexible, values of visual cues (Kim & Hikosaka, 2013;
Yamamoto et al., 2013; Hikosaka et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2014),
consistent with its role in devaluation insensitivity demonstrated
here and elsewhere (Valentin et al., 2007; Liljeholm et al., 2012).
In the subgenual cingulate (Brodmann area 25), S-R selective

activity during test performance, but not during learning, correlated
with behavioral devaluation insensitivity. Based on its cytoarchitec-
tonic subdivisions and connections, this area has been identified as
homologous to the rodent infralimbic cortex. The rodent infralimbic
and human subgenual areas both project heavily to the shell of the
nucleus accumbens, and both are agranular, relatively poorly lami-
nated areas located ventrally on the medial wall (Gabbott et al.,
1997; Ongur & Price, 2000; Ongur et al., 2003). In rodents, the in-
fralimbic cortex has been shown to make specialized contributions
to executive control processes facilitating the deployment of habits
(Coutureau & Killcross, 2003; Haddon & Killcross, 2011; Smith
et al., 2012; Smith & Graybiel, 2013). Consistent with such find-
ings, our results suggest that a putative human homolog of this area
does indeed play selective roles in the expression of habits. It should
be noted, however, that the rodent infralimbic cortex is primarily
known for its involvement in the extinction of Pavlovian responses
(Milad & Quirk, 2002; Rhodes & Killcross, 2004, 2007; Santini
et al., 2008), whereas the human subgenual cortex has predomi-
nantly featured in studies on depression (Greicius et al., 2007;
Drevets et al., 2008; Johansen-Berg et al., 2008; Matthews et al.,
2009; Keedwell et al., 2010). Future work is needed to reconcile
these apparently divergent functions and their potential homology
across species.

As with the subgenual cortex, activity in the VS during the test
phase, but not during acquisition, predicted devaluation insensitivity.
The VS has been frequently shown to support both the acquisition
and expression of Pavlovian (stimulus–outcome) associations (Day
et al., 2007; Blaiss & Janak, 2009), and to mediate the general
motivational influence of such associations on instrumental perfor-
mance, a phenomenon referred to as Pavlovian-instrumental transfer
(Corbit & Balleine, 2011). Of particular importance for interpreting
the current findings is the fact that, in rodents, Pavlovian-instrumen-
tal transfer appears to selectively influence habitual, rather than
goal-directed, responding, i.e. the greater the degree of insensitivity
to outcome devaluation, the greater the general motivational influ-
ence of Pavlovian cues on instrumental performance (Holland, 2004;
Balleine & Ostlund, 2007). We interpret the currently observed
activity in the VS as reflecting a greater influence of Pavlovian cues
on instrumental responding in the S-R than the R-O condition, and
conjecture that this selective engagement of Pavlovian processes
supported our behavioral effect.
Contrary to our predictions, we did not find a correlation between

activity in the dorsal putamen during early learning and subsequent
devaluation insensitivity. We did, however, find S-R selective
decreases in right putamen activity across blocks of training, an
effect that is consistent with a substantial literature demonstrating a
decreased dependence on the putamen with extended (Ungerleider
et al., 2002; Poldrack et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2005; Ashby et al.,
2010), as well as intermediate (Brovelli et al., 2011), levels of train-
ing. Taken together, these results suggest that the contributions of
the putamen to automatic and habitual behavioral control may take
place early in acquisition, with long-term storage and mediation of
well-trained performance occurring elsewhere (Orban et al., 2010).
However, some neuroimaging studies have found increases in puta-
men activity with extended training (Floyer-Lea & Matthews, 2004;

Fig. 4. Discrimination between conditions across blocks of acquisition. (A) Statistical map showing results from disjunction tests assessing decreases across
blocks of acquisition in the S-R but not the R-O condition with effects emerging in the right putamen/globus pallidus. (B) Results from a disjunction test of
increases across blocks in the R-O but not the S-R condition yielded effects in the IPL. Bar plots show contrast values estimated at leave-one-subject-out coordi-
nates for each instrumental condition in each training block, as well as for matching control conditions. Error bars = SEM. a.u., arbitrary units.
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Tricomi et al., 2009; Wunderlich et al., 2012). For instance, Tri-
comi et al. (2009) found an increase in activity with overtraining in
a far posterior region of the right putamen, concomitant with the
development of habitual performance. One key difference between
the study of Tricomi et al. (2009) and the present one is that the S-
R condition in the present study is optimized to generate the rapid
acquisition and expression of habitual behavior, whereas in the
study of Tricomi et al. (2009), behavioral expression of habits (and
perhaps also acquisition) emerged much more slowly, becoming evi-
dent in behavior only after several days of training. Thus, if the
involvement of the putamen in S-R learning dissipates after a period
of stable habitual performance, Tricomi et al. (2009) may not have
sampled behavior beyond that stable period, whereas our accelerated

habitual learning paradigm allowed us to do so. It is also worth not-
ing, that, whereas Tricomi et al. (2009) reported effects in a small
area in the very far posterior putamen, our effects extend throughout
the right putamen and globus pallidus.
One feature of the present results is that areas in which discrimi-

natory neural activity was correlated with between-subject variation
in devaluation insensitivity did not also show differential main
effects in a comparison of S-R and R-O conditions. This may be
due in part to the fact that our efforts to differentially encourage S-
R and R-O learning resulted only in relative differences in devalua-
tion insensitivity, with the majority of participants showing some
degree of sensitivity even in the S-R condition. Thus, neural pro-
cesses directly related to the degree of habitual responding might
not be discernable in analyses that categorically compare conditions.
However, not all aspects of encoding S-R associations necessarily
contribute to the dominance of such associations over performance.
For example, the S-R selective decreases in neural activity across
blocks of acquisition, found throughout the right putamen and glo-
bus pallidus, may reflect a gradual disengagement of processes that
provide critical support during the early development of S-R associ-
ations (such as the maintenance of relevant representations, the
encoding of discrepancies between attempted and accurate map-
pings, or the retrieval of response alternatives) but that are sup-
planted during subsequent performance by processes mediating
behavioral control.
We also found selective recruitment by the S-R condition of a lat-

eral middle occipital area that overlaps closely with what has been
termed the ‘EBA’ (Downing et al., 2001). As the name implies, this
region is known for its responses to images of human body parts,
and has also been frequently implicated in action observation as
well as execution (Astafiev et al., 2004; Kuhn et al., 2011; Lilje-
holm et al., 2012). Notably, studies assessing the role of the EBA
in action execution have employed visually guided actions, such that
an arbitrary visual stimulus indicates either the location towards
which a movement should be directed (Astafiev et al., 2004), or
which one of alternative actions should be performed (Kuhn et al.,
2011). It is possible therefore that this area is specifically involved
in limb movements that are largely stimulus-driven. In the current
study, the S-R condition was designed to encourage a mapping of
responses to arbitrary antecedent visual cues by decorrelating actions
from sensory-specific outcome features (and indeed from any visual
features that were intrinsically related to the goal of maintaining
beaker fluids). Thus, one possible explanation for the selective
recruitment of EBA by the S-R condition is that this area mediates
the detection and mapping of arbitrary stimuli to behavioral
responses.
The VMPFC has been implicated in goal-directed performance in

numerous human neuroimaging studies, and is a proposed homolog
of the rodent prelimbic cortex (Balleine & O’Doherty, 2010), lesions
of which disrupt the acquisition, but not the expression, of goal-
directed performance (Ostlund & Balleine, 2005). Although we did
find selective recruitment of the VMPFC by the R-O condition dur-
ing learning, this effect did not survive the subtraction of matching
control conditions. It is possible, of course, that the process sup-
ported by the VMPFC, for example assigning values to subgoals,
was elicited by the relevant stimuli in the matching task as well as
the instrumental task. Another possibility, given our robust effect of
experimental phase in the VMPFC, such that activity was greater
during early acquisition than during test in both conditions, is that
the goal-directed function supported by the VMPFC was present in
both instrumental conditions during early acquisition. Further work
is needed to arbitrate between these possibilities.

A

B

Fig. 5. Correlations between contrast values for the [S-R > R-O (instrumen-
tal > control)] contrast and behavioral differences between the S-R and R-O
conditions in the proportion of devaluation insensitive responses. Contrast
values are extracted from 8 mm spheres centered on the peak voxel in each
area. (A) Correlation between contrast values from the first two blocks of
instrumental learning (x-axis) and differences between instrumental condi-
tions in the proportion of devaluation insensitive responses (y-axis), showing
effects in the cerebellum. (B) Correlation between contrast values from the
test phase (x-axis) and concurrent differences between instrumental condi-
tions in the proportion of devaluation insensitive responses (y-axis), showing
a positive correlation in the subgenual cortex (top) and a negative correlation
in the right IPL (bottom).
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Further dissociating the contributions of medial prefrontal areas,
we found that activity in a more dorsal medial prefrontal region was
greater in the R-O than the S-R condition during test performance,
but not during early acquisition. This region, along with the adjacent
dorsal anterior cingulate, has been implicated in tasks in which the
attainment of goals and rewards requires high levels of cognitive
control, such as when monitoring for unfavorable outcomes, and
during response conflict and decision uncertainty (Ridderinkhof
et al., 2004a,b). The currently observed pattern of activity in this
area may reflect a decrease in performance monitoring and outcome
evaluation during habitual relative to goal-directed control.
In our novel task the stimulus materials were identical across S-R

and R-O conditions, but the instrumental contingencies encouraged
participants to attend to different visual features (cues vs. beakers).
Although we used a simple match-to-sample task to rule out visual
processes involved in selectively attending to such features as a
source of any imaging effects, there may be aspects of visual atten-
tion that are intrinsically related to instrumental responding. For
example, we found greater activity in the R-O than the S-R condi-
tion in a posterior ventral region of the IPL during both the learning
and test phase; during test, discriminatory activity in this area pre-
dicted greater sensitivity to devaluation. The posterior ventral region
of the IPL has been proposed to function as a ‘circuit break’ that
redirects attention towards behaviorally relevant information that is
either exogenously presented (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Corbetta
et al., 2008; Cabeza et al., 2012) or retrieved into working memory
(Cabeza et al., 2012). Importantly, substantial evidence also indi-
cates that the posterior ventral region of the IPL is deactivated when
the new information is not relevant to the current task (Shulman
et al., 2003). As can be seen in Fig. 3 (top), activity in the posterior
ventral region of the IPL appears to be deactivated in both instru-
mental conditions relevant to the matching control, but markedly
more so in the S-R condition. A possible explanation for this pattern
of results is that greater suppression was required in the S-R condi-
tion because the sensory features of the beaker subgoal, although
ultimately irrelevant for response selection, was intimately related to
the trial outcome. Indeed, this augmented suppression of sensory-
specific outcome features may be a general property of S-R learning,
particularly as the retrieval of such features into working memory is
considered central to goal-directed encoding (Balleine & Ostlund,
2007).
Consistent with evidence from the rodent literature that goal-

directed performance persists in tasks in which alternative actions
produce distinct rewards (Colwill & Rescorla, 1985; Holland, 2004),
we found that human action selection was more goal-directed in a
condition in which instrumental actions obtained unique subgoals.
Formally, the degree to which alternative actions yield distinct out-
come states can be quantified as the divergence of their outcome
probability distributions. In a previous study (Liljeholm et al.,
2013), we found that activity in the right anterior IPL (the anterior
dorsal supramarginal gyrus) increased with increasing outcome
divergence. Likewise, in the current study, training-dependent
increases in this area were found in the R-O, but not the S-R, condi-
tion, potentially reflecting the incremental increase in divergence as
actions became associated with their respective outcome states. The
selective recruitment of the IPL by the R-O condition, and the corre-
lation between such discriminatory neural activity and behavioral
sensitivity to outcome devaluation, is also consistent with a large
body of research implicating this area in various goal-directed pro-
cesses, including the computation of instrumental contingencies (Seo
et al., 2009; Liljeholm et al., 2011), attribution of intent (den Ouden
et al., 2005), awareness of agency (Farrer et al., 2008), and

mediation of executive function (Friedman & Goldman-Rakic,
1994). Further determination of the exact contributions of the IPL to
goal-directed action selection, its role in corollary attentional pro-
cesses, and in representations of outcome divergence, is an impor-
tant avenue for future work.
In summary, our results are novel in several critical ways. To our

knowledge, we are the first to dissociate the roles of the tail of the
caudate nucleus and VS, across learning and test performance, in
behavioral insensitivity to outcome devaluation. We are also the
first to demonstrate that activity in the IPL, an area that has been
previously implicated in several processes closely linked to goal-
directed action selection, including the attribution of intent and
awareness of agency, predicts sensitivity to outcome devaluation.
Finally, we reveal a potential functional homology between the
human subgenual and rodent infralimbic cortex in the implementa-
tion of habitual control. Taken together, our findings suggest a
broad systems division, at the cortical and subcortical levels,
between brain areas mediating the acquisition and expression of
action–outcome and S-R associations. Notably, a fundamental issue
in the search for treatments of behavioral disorders is how to both
facilitate the automatization of actions that lead to healthful conse-
quences and abolish well-established deleterious habits. An
improved understanding of how distinct neural substrates in the
human brain mediate the acquisition vs. expression of habitual con-
trol, the aim of the present study, is therefore of significant clinical
interest.
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